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Subject: A few things

Body:

I just wanted to let you know what I am working on and what I have outstanding.Additional requests: I just 

turned in Dallas Liaison request 52 which is complete. I still have Harry Dean which has several files 

outstanding but I should be able to finish up the files I have by next week. I also have the Mexico Legat 

request. I am almost done with the Headquarters files. The FBI had not requested the Mexico files until 

yesterday so they will take a while.HSCA Admin files: Christine with night shift checked and the missing files 

(approximately 8) were all entered into the computer which means HERU once had them. Luanne said they 

are moving that back room around today but she will check for them and with Carol later this week.Page 

Counts: Hopefully I can finish up two large files with Barb H. (Werbell and Morgan) this week, other than that 

there are no new subjects for pages. I also have some pages awaiting informant decisions.Board Decisions: 

Whenever is convenient I'd like to catch up on the Board decisions. 1) What do I do now with Pittman since 

the Board did not agree with the NBR? Do I need to do anything. Also Gus Alex had a similar issue that we 

presented to them. 2) Lesnick NBR/CIA issue. Did the Board hear this issue or will it go before them next 

month? 3)Lorenz informant issue. Did the Board hear this issue or will it go before them next month? 4)Ballen 

have you determined what the board decided? We both agreed it was rather unclear. 5)Future Board meeting 

Lesnick informant issue. Kevin came up with a potential method to deal with that messy informant issue. The 

FBI is providing evidence which should be ready for May board.Informant issues: These are the files I have on 

hold. 1)Balbuena. 2)Arthur 3) Martinez(Barb H. is still providing evidence) 4)Matthews 5)Meadows 6)Binion
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